Multiple structural transformations in Lennard-Jones clusters: generic versus size-specific behavior.
The size-temperature "phase diagram" for Lennard-Jones clusters LJn with sizes up to n=147 is constructed based on the analysis of the heat capacities and orientational bond order parameter distributions computed by the exchange Monte Carlo method. Two distinct types of "phase transitions" accompanied by peaks in the heat capacities are proven to be generic. Clusters with Mackay atom packing in the overlayer undergo a lower-temperature melting (or Mackay-anti-Mackay) transition that occurs within the overlayer. All clusters undergo a higher-temperature transition, which for the three-layer clusters is proven to be the 55-atom-core-melting transition. For the two-layer clusters, the core/overlayer subdivision is ambiguous, so the higher-temperature transition is better characterized as the breaking of the local icosahedral coordination symmetry. A pronounced size-specific behavior can typically be observed at low temperatures and often occurs in clusters with highly symmetric global minima. An example of such behavior is LJ135, which undergoes a low-temperature solid-solid transition, besides the two generic transitions, i.e., the overlayer reconstruction and the core melting.